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Genome-wide identification and characterization
of tissue-specific RNA editing events

in D. melanogaster and their potential role
in regulating alternative splicing

Alborz Mazloomian and Irmtraud M Meyer*

Centre for High-Throughput Biology; Department of Computer Science and Department of Medical Genetics; University of British Columbia; Vancouver; BC, Canada
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RNA editing is a widespread mechanism that plays a crucial role in diversifying gene products. Its abundance and
importance in regulating cellular processes were revealed using new sequencing technologies. The majority of these
editing events, however, cannot be associated with regulatory mechanisms. We use tissue-specific high-throughput
libraries of D. melanogaster to study RNA editing. We introduce an analysis pipeline that utilises large input data and
explicitly captures ADAR’s requirement for double-stranded regions. It combines probabilistic and deterministic filters
and can identify RNA editing events with a low estimated false positive rate. Analyzing ten different tissue types, we
predict 2879 editing sites and provide their detailed characterization. Our analysis pipeline accurately distinguishes
genuine editing sites from SNPs and sequencing and mapping artifacts. Our editing sites are 3 times more likely to
occur in exons with multiple splicing acceptor/donor sites than in exons with unique splice sites (p-value < 2.10¡15).
Furthermore, we identify 244 edited regions where RNA editing and alternative splicing are likely to influence each
other. For 96 out of these 244 regions, we find evolutionary evidence for conserved RNA secondary-structures near
splice sites suggesting a potential regulatory mechanism where RNA editing may alter splicing patterns via changes in
local RNA structure.

Introduction

The first release of the Homo sapiens genome1 made it quite
clear that the number of protein coding genes (genes in the fol-
lowing) alone is only a poor measure for the complexity of the
corresponding organism. Comparing, for example, the number
of genes in the nematode genome of C. elegans (»20,000) to
those of the human genome (»30,000) gives one an inkling that
there must be substantial other cellular mechanisms at work
beyond those of the Central Dogma in Biology2 to account for
the discrepancy of 2 organisms’ complexity. More recently, post-
transcriptional mechanisms such as alternative splicing and RNA
editing3-6 have been shown to significantly expand the number of
functionally relevant gene products via differential regulation of
transcripts of a single gene.

RNA editing is a widespread molecular mechanism in meta-
zoa which modifies the primary transcripts of genomes.7 Nucleo-
tide insertions were the first type of RNA editing, discovered
in 1986 in trypanosomes.8 ADAR proteins (ADARs) are

responsible for carrying out the most frequent type of RNA edit-
ing, A-to-I RNA editing, in mammals where an adenosine is con-
verted to inosine in RNA transcripts.7 The notable abundance of
A-to-I editing events in species such as human,6,9-13 Mus muscu-
lus (mouse),14-16 and Drosophila melanogaster (fly)17-19 (from
thousands of sites in the fly genome to more than a million sites
in human) demonstrates their significant potential to contribute
to the regulation of other cellular mechanisms.

ADARs require double-stranded RNA regions to perform the
deamination process.20 In primary transcripts, these regions are
typically formed by local RNA secondary-structure features such
as hair-pins. Once an appropriate double-stranded region is
found, ADARs bind a base-paired adenosine and edit it without
being very specific about the primary sequence surrounding the
substrate.21 In other words, the requirement for a double-
stranded structural context is much more important than the pri-
mary nucleotide composition in specifying a potential ADAR
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binding site.7 Somewhat surprisingly, this key feature has not yet
been directly exploited in most RNA editing prediction pro-
grams.22,23 Many of the known double-stranded regions serving
as ADAR binding sites are formed between exonic sequences and
complementary intronic sequences24 (known as editing site com-
plementary sequences). This supports the idea that editing usu-
ally precedes splicing.25 Also, for many editing sites levels of pre-
mRNA editing and mRNA editing correlate well in D. mela-
nogaster showing that RNA editing can happen co-transcription-
ally.19 A well-studied example is the editing of RNA structures
formed between inverted Alu repeats in human transcripts.26 Alu
repeats constitute more than 10% of the human genome and can
readily form double-stranded region and thus potential RNA
editing sites by binding to their inverted copies in the same pri-
mary transcript. When one site is edited, other adenosine nucleo-
tides in the same double-stranded region have a high chance of
also being edited by the same ADAR protein; this may result in
the conversion of several adenosines in a small region.16,27

Despite the considerable, recent efforts to discover functional-
ities of editing, there is still much to be discovered and under-
stood regarding the molecular mechanisms and functional roles
of RNA editing. Most cellular mechanisms interpret inosine as
guanosine, including splicing and translation. Some cellular fac-
tors (e.g. Tudor staphylococcal nuclease involved in RNA inter-
ference), however, can distinguish inosine from guanosine.28

There is already some evidence showing that ADARs play a
role in changing protein properties,29 modifying RNA secondary
structures,20 changing splicing efficiencies,30 regulating gene
expression,6 and recovering aberrant mutations.13 Although the
modification of a single nucleotide within a transcript can have
many potential consequences (similar to those just mentioned),
the number of reported cases for each of the mechanisms does
not provide a convincing explanation for the thousands of RNA
editing events predicted in human, mouse and fly. Hence, there
remains much to be understood.

Although studies suggested some primary sequence features
and also proteins that affect ADAR activity in specific target
regions, the general regulation of RNA editing is unclear.
Inverted copy sequences in proximity of a region increase the
editing probability of that region, probably by having the poten-
tial to form the double-stranded region required for ADAR bind-
ing; in support of this, Alu repeats were observed to constitute the
majority of ADAR targets in human transcripts.9,12 Moreover,
some short primary sequence preferences have been observed for
ADAR proteins in human,13,31 mouse23 and fly.32 On the other
hand, few RNA-binding proteins have so far been shown to sup-
press the editing levels of specific targets.33 The SFRS9 gene,
which encodes a splicing factor, represses the editing of the
cyFIP2 gene. This could be the result of competition between the
2 proteins for common substrates or due to the protein-protein
interaction between ADAR2 and SFRS9.33 The level of ADAR
expression is another regulatory factor, despite it not usually cor-
relating well with the level of RNA editing.34

Recent studies suggest that alternative splicing and RNA edit-
ing mechanisms have the potential to influence each other.25,35

Obviously, RNA editing can directly modify splicing patterns by

editing primary sequence motifs required such as splice sites,
splicing enhancers or silencers.25,36 Other studies in human and
fly suggest that many of the editing sites occur in transcripts
encoding RNA-binding proteins that play roles in alternative
splicing. This may alter the expression, efficiency or binding
properties of these proteins which may in turn affect the splicing
of many genes.32,35 On the other hand, different ADAR isoforms
have different editing efficiencies,37 so the splicing machinery
also has the potential to influence RNA editing. It thus seems
obvious to hypothesize that there are feedback loops between
RNA editing and alternative splicing waiting to be discovered.

The recent advent of new technologies for high-throughput
sequencing has brought new opportunities to studying RNA edit-
ing. In the past few years, thousands of editing sites have been
discovered by calling A-to-G differences between the reference
genome and the transcriptome reads in human,6,12,13 mouse,16

and fly.17,19 Recent RNA-Seq technologies are capable of gener-
ating hundreds of millions of reads with a much lower cost com-
pared to traditional Sanger sequencing. Moreover, the large
number of reads aligned to a single genomic location makes the
prediction of the RNA editing sites with a low level of editing
not only feasible, but also more reliable. One downside of high-
throughput sequencing as opposed to Sanger sequencing is cer-
tainly the shorter read length as well as the higher sequencing
error rate (not to mention its position dependence). One key
challenge when analyzing RNA-seq is thus to discriminate true
editing events from different kinds of artifacts.6,12,13 More specif-
ically, short reads with several sequencing errors can easily be
misaligned to the genome (or not aligned at all), especially when
dealing with repeat-rich sequences such as part of the human
genome.38 The high mutation rates of some species can make it
difficult to align transcriptome reads to a reference genome unless
genomic reads from the same individual are also available. Also, if
the transcriptome data are not generated in a strand-specific man-
ner, incompletely annotated parts of overlapping genes can cause
misleading mismatch calls.16

As a result of these and many other potential challenges, RNA-
seq data require sophisticated and statistical data analysis methods
for reliably detecting RNA editing events. Fortunately, the large
number of experimentally confirmed A-to-I RNA editing events
in Drosophila melanogaster and the considerable amount of pub-
licly available data make the fly a promising model organism to
study ADAR mechanisms. In recent years, there has been an
increasing amount of studies on the importance and abundance of
RNA editing in this organism.17,19,37 D. melanogaster has one
ADAR gene (dADAR), and among vertebrate ADARs, ADAR2 is
the most similar gene to dADAR.39 In fly, dADAR is highly
expressed in the central nervous system, and similar to vertebrates,
its expression shows tight temporal regulation.37 Thousands of
RNA editing sites have been previously reported.17,19

Here, we use tissue-specific high-throughput data sets of D.
melanogaster from the MODENCODE project 40 to identify RNA
editing events in multiple tissues. To achieve this, we introduce a
new computational analysis pipeline to accurately identify editing
events and to distinguish genuine editing events from sequencing
and mapping artifacts. In our analysis of the resulting, predicted
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cases of RNA editing, we search for cases of differential exon
usage between pairs of different tissues to identify regions where
RNA editing and alternative splicing may influence each other.
Finally, in order to discover potential molecular mechanisms
underlying this interplay, we identify many cases of evolution-
arily conserved RNA secondary-structures that have the potential
to regulate alternative splicing via RNA editing.

Results

Our pipeline accurately distinguishes genuine editing sites
from SNPs, and sequencing and mapping artifacts

To study RNA editing, we selected tissue-specific RNA-seq
libraries of Drosophila melanogaster from the MODENCODE
project,40,41 classified into 10 tissues (Fig. S1). For detailed infor-
mation on our data set seeMaterials and Methods section.

The set of sites predicted by our pipeline is highly enriched in
A-to-G conversions. Figure 1A shows the number of unique
RNA editing sites identified for each of the 12 possible types of
DNA/RNA differences after applying our pipeline to the combined

data set comprising all 29 libraries. We find 3680 unique conver-
sion sites in multiple tissues of D. melanogaster of which 2879
(78.2%) correspond to A-to-G conversions (Table S1). Assuming
similar A-to-G and G-to-A mutation rates as well as similar rates of
sequencing and mapping errors for these 2 types of transitions, we
can estimate the false positive error rate of our predictions. Of the
3680 sites in our set, 112 of them are G-to-A conversions. By
assuming that up to 112 of these A-to-G detected sites are false
positive predictions, we estimate the false positive rate to be at
most 3.9% (112/2879). Estimates of false positive rates for each tis-
sue separately are listed in Figure S2.

Figure 1B shows the extent of overlap of the 2879 RNA edit-
ing sites identified by us and those of 2 other genome wide stud-
ies in D. melanogaster by Graveley et al.17 and Laurent et al.32 In
contrast to our study, Graveley et al. analyze RNA-seq data sets
of the MODENCODE project from different developmental
stages, i.e. their read samples do not overlap our tissue-specific
data sets. In another high-throughput genome wide study of
RNA editing in D. melanogaster, Laurent et al. employ single
molecule sequencing for data generation. As Figure 1B shows,
the overlap of sites predicted by this and both previous studies is
not very high (369/2879(13%)), yet the overlap between our sites
and each study separately, especially Laurent et al., is consider-
able (874/2879 (30%) Laurent et al., 407/2879 (14%) Graveley
et al.), implying that a reassuring third (912/2879 (32%)) of our
RNA editing sites have been detected by either of these earlier
studies, while still adding a large number (1967) of new potential
RNA editing to the existing D. melanogaster annotation.

Apart from the obvious differences in the sampled cells, effects
such as random sampling in high-throughput studies, sequencing
errors and other challenges in distinguishing editing sites from
artifacts42 can account for the observed differences in detected
sites. One of the key features of ADAR-derived RNA editing is
that even in the same cell, the editing of 2 transcripts of the same
gene does not necessarily involve identical RNA editing sites, but
only the same double-stranded region which seems to be neces-
sary and sufficient requirement for RNA editing to have the
desired functional effect. Furthermore, differences in the pro-
posed pipelines of these studies (different sets of thresholds, tests
and captured features) and differences in the type of input data
(strandedness, single end reads as opposed to paired end reads
only) could at least partially account for some of the observed
variations in results.

Among all output sites of our pipeline, 45% (1288/2879) have
been predicted by at least one of 4 existing RNA-seq studies of RNA
editing in D. melanogaster,17-19,32 and at least 14% (400/2879) have
been experimentally validated. In summary, the number of previously
validated and identified sites combined with the low estimated false
positive error rate indicates that most of our reported sites are likely to
be genuine RNA editing sites.

Characterization of identified RNA editing sites
As would be expected when analyzing libraries of RNA-seq

data (i.e., reads derived from mRNAs), most (40%, 1149/2879)
our RNA editing sites occur in coding regions. Figure 2A repre-
sents the distribution of RNA editing sites (which obviously

Figure 1. Types of identified conversions and the overlap of A-to-G con-
versions with other high-throughput studies. (A) Number of different
types of conversions identified by our analysis pipeline. Most of the iden-
tified sites correspond to A-to-G conversion. (B) Venn diagram showing
the overlap between our study and 2 other high-throughput studies by
Graveley et al.17 and Laurent et al.32
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derive from the transcriptome) onto different types of genomic
regions. The abundance of RNA editing events in coding regions
when analyzing pre-mRNAs of the fly genome has been reported
earlier.19 Editing in coding regions can cause non-synonymous
changes. These may alter the sequence of a protein (and possibly
its length) and also change the protein’s structure and function.

The next class of genomic regions with a large number of
identified sites are 30 untranslated regions (30 UTRs). Editing of
30 UTRs may alter gene expression by changing nucleotides in
target sequences, e.g., of miRNAs. On the other hand, binding
of ADAR to a target region can also prevent miRNAs and other
molecules from binding.6 Indeed, we find that 165 of our editing
sites overlap known miRNA target regions. Another mechanism
for altering gene expression patterns is to directly edit the
miRNA molecules themselves or by interfering with miRNA
processing.38,43,44 We find 6 editing sites in 4 miRNA molecules:
mir-4971 (1 site), mir-2a-2 (2 sites), mir-4961 (2 sites), and mir-
4956 (1 site). These miRNA editing sites have the potential to
influence miRNA processing and targeting.

Although our data derives from spliced transcripts, i.e.
mRNAs (polyA enriched), we find 580 editing sites (20%) in
genomic regions that are annotated as being intronic. The preva-
lence of editing in retained introns has already been reported.19

Editing in introns can happen when the editing site falls into an
editing site complementary sequence (ECS) which forms a dou-
ble-stranded region with a region in an adjacent exon.24 RNA
editing may then lead to changes in the local RNA secondary
structure which may result in the exon being retained.45 Via this
molecular mechanism, RNA editing thus has the potential to
alter splicing patterns by changing local RNA secondary-
structure.

Our remaining sites overlap intergenic regions, 50 UTRs and
exons of non-coding genes. Sites classified as intergenic may be
due to an incomplete annotation of the D. melanogaster genome.

The number of editing sites in the other 2 classes is small, but
may have interesting biological consequences.

We took advantage of the large number of predicted RNA
editing sites to investigate the primary sequence and structural
binding preferences of ADAR. In agreement with earlier stud-
ies,32 we find that a guanosine directly adjacent in the 50 position
of an adenosine decreases the chance of the adenosine being
edited, see Figure S3A. Analyzing the estimated base-pairing
probabilities of small regions around the predicted RNA editing
sites using RNAPLFOLD,46 we find that the 2 nucleotides directly
adjacent to the site are the most important to be base-paired in
ADAR target regions (Fig. S3B).

Analyzing different tissue-specific data, we find that RNA
editing happens in multiple tissues of D. melanogaster, predomi-
nantly in head. We highlight the number of DNA/RNA mis-
matches for 4 tissues in Figure 2B. The majority of detected
editing sites occur exclusively in head and central nervous sys-
tem. In other tissues, RNA editing is rare (Fig. S4). Reassur-
ingly, we find that in heavily edited tissues most of the
predicted sites are A-to-G conversions that can be attributed to
ADAR activity; the false positive rate of our analysis is thus
low, conversely, in other tissues the estimated error rate is
higher (Fig. S2).

Editing patterns differ considerably between different types of
tissues. Figure 2C illustrates the relative overlap between sets of
predicted sites in the 10 studied tissues. Generally, different pairs
of tissues do not share most of their editing events. One obvious
candidate for regulating RNA editing is the expression of the
ADAR gene itself. We find that ADAR expression is highest in
head and central nervous system (CNS), but that the gene is also
expressed in other tissues (Fig. S5). Over-expression of ADAR in
head and CNS is in agreement with the number of detected sites
in these tissues, however, a higher expression of ADAR in one tis-
sue compared to the other, does not necessarily imply a greater

Figure 2. Characterization of the identified editing sites. (A) Number and percentage of identified sites in different genomic regions. Coding regions con-
tain more sites than other regions. (B) Number of all 12 types of conversions for 4 tissues of our study: Central Nervous System (CNS), Digestive System,
Head, and Imaginal Discs. Head and CNS contribute most to the list of our predictions. (C) Percentage of overlapping sites between pairs of tissues as
encoded by color shading. To compute the overlap ratio, the number of common sites between pairs of tissues is divided by the smaller number of
detected sites between corresponding tissues.
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level of RNA editing; thus, as suggested before,34 the level of
ADAR expression alone cannot explain how RNA editing levels
are regulated.

Our functional enrichment analysis using DAVID47 confirms
that edited genes are involved in ion transport (Benjamini Hoch-
berg (BH) adjusted p-value: 2.10-13), gated channel activity (BH
adjusted p-value: 3.10-8) and cell-cell signaling (BH adjusted
p-value: 8.10-8), the well known functions of ADAR targets.24,29

Additionally, functional annotation clustering using DAVID47

identifies a cluster of genes involved in locomotory behavior (BH
adjusted p-value: 2.10-3) and similar genes which is in agreement
with the phenotype associated with ADAR knock-down flies.48,49

Evidence for cross-regulation of RNA editing and alternative
splicing and the potential underlying regulatory mechanism

As discussed in the introduction, there already exists some evi-
dence for an inter-relation between alternative splicing and RNA
editing mechanisms. Leveraging the large number of selected tis-
sue-specific data sets used in our study, we decided to investigate
the reciprocal effect between alternative splicing and RNA edit-
ing in much greater details and to discover potential underlying
regulatory mechanisms. Alternative splicing and RNA editing
both play key roles in diversifying gene products and in fine tun-
ing gene expression on RNA level. It would thus be of great con-
ceptual importance to identify potential mechanisms of their
cross-regulation.

We find that a gene with a greater number of known isoforms
has a higher chance of being edited. Figure 3A illustrates the pos-
itive correlation (RpearsonD 0.33, p-value 2.10-15) between the
number of annotated isoforms and the number of predicted
RNA editing sites in our study. One would expect longer genes
to have a higher probability of being edited and to also have
more splice variants (based on the larger number of exons). In
order to test if the correlation observed in our data can be
explained by gene length alone, we grouped genes according to
their lengths and calculated the average number of known iso-
forms per group, once for the sub-group of edited and once for
the complementary sub-group of un-edited genes (Fig. 3B).
Although we find that longer genes tend to contain more editing
sites, edited genes have a significantly greater number of known
isoforms than un-edited genes.

Even more interestingly, we find that editing events tend to
preferentially occur near exons with multiple splicing donor/
acceptor sites (χ2 test, p-value 2.10-15). For this, we classify exons
(including UTR exons) into 2 groups, those with multiple known
acceptor and/or donor sites and those with unique acceptor and
donor sites. Within each group, we count the number of RNA
editing sites and normalize by the combined lengths of all exons
in that group. Based on the resulting numbers, RNA editing sites
are 3.2 times more likely to occur in exons with multiple splicing
donor/acceptor sites compared to those with unique acceptor and
donor sites (χ2 test, p-value 2.10-15, this p-value is calculated for
the null hypothesis of a 1:1 ratio). To further confirm our findings
that are based on our set of predicted RNA editing events, we
repeated the same analysis for all sites reported by 4 existing high-
throughput studies of RNA editing in D. melanogaster17-19,32 and

find again that RNA editing is 1.9 times more likely to occur in
exons with multiple acceptor/donor sites (χ2 test, p-value 2.10-15).

To drill down further on this finding, we then identified 244
regions where RNA editing and tissue-specific alternative splicing
can have reciprocal effect (Table S2). For this, we searched for
RNA editing sites in and around exons (between -150 and +150
around each exonic part) that are alternatively spliced when

Figure 3. There is a positive correlation between genes that are targets
of RNA editing and genes that are alternatively spliced. (A) The number
of annotated isoforms vs. the number of predicted sites in our study. The
number of detected sites is found to be greater in genes that express
more annotated isoforms. (B) We group genes based on their length and
compare the average number of annotated isoforms for genes of similar
length between those that are edited and those that are un-edited
genes. For genes with similar length, edited genes have a higher chance
of being alternatively spliced.
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comparing expression for pairs of tissues using DEXSEQ.50

Figure 4 shows an example of a region that is predicted to be
highly edited and observed to be alternatively spliced. The figure
shows that many more editing sites are predicted in the head tis-
sue (blue arrows) compared to digestive system (red arrow). This
is also true for the exonic region that is not predicted to be alter-
natively used (E002).

One reason for the alternative splicing of the 30 exon could be
the formation of double stranded structure; or the binding of
ADAR could prevent splicing machinery from detecting splicing
signals and splice out the last exonic part. We should mention
that the predicted editing level is low even in head tissue, and
that the low editing level and random sampling may have caused
the editing events not to be predicted in the digestive system sam-
ples. Dedicated follow-up experiments are required to under-
stand how the 2 mechanisms affect each other.

To discover potential mechanisms regulating the interplay
between alternative splicing and RNA editing, we also searched
for statistically significant conserved RNA secondary-structure
features in the vicinity of exons where we found RNA editing
and alternative splicing to co-occur. For this, we employed
TRANSAT

51 on input alignments of 15 fly species downloaded
from UCSC52 (We also added OregonR sequence to the align-
ment; see supplementary text for more details) around splice sites
of alternatively spliced exonic parts where editing sites are also
predicted (extended by 150 nucleotides on either side, a total of
167 regions). There already exist quite a few computational
methods to predict evolutionarily conserved RNA secondary-
structure.53-55 These programs, however, expect the input align-
ment to contain one more or less global secondary-structure, i.e.,
a structure spanning the entire alignment. As there a priori no

reason to expect secondary-structure features relevant for RNA
editing to involve the entire transcript – especially not longish
fly pre-mRNAs in vivo – we use TRANSAT as this program has
been specifically designed to identify local, conserved RNA sec-
ondary-structure features such as the double-stranded regions
needed for ADAR binding and RNA editing. TRANSAT takes a
set of aligned sequences and an evolutionary tree as input;
potential helices in the alignment, and assigns a p-value to each
of these helices. For 96 of the 167 regions (57%) where alterna-
tive splicing and RNA editing co-occur in our data we find one
or more conserved RNA secondary-structure features (when we
filter helices with p-value greater than 0.05 and helices shorter
than 8 nucleotides). Figure 5 shows an example of these regions
and the corresponding, conserved RNA secondary-structure
detected by RNAALIFOLD

54 in this region. Multiple compensa-
tory mutations for conserved base-pairs provide evolutionary
evidence for a likely functional role of this double-stranded
region. Finally, we applied RNAALIFOLD to assess the stability of
the global structures in these regions. Table S3 presents the list
of the identified regions sorted by the energy of the global struc-
ture calculated by RNAALIFOLD.

Discussion

We identify 2879 A-to-I RNA editing sites in different tissues
of D. melanogaster with high precision. More than half of these
have not been identified previously. The high ratio of A-to-G
conversion type among the detected DNA/RNA discrepancies
shows that most of our predictions are true editing events and
not the result of potential experimental or computational arti-
facts. Also, our study suggests that other types of possible RNA
editing, apart from A-to-I RNA editing, are very rare or do not
happen at all in the investigated tissues of D. melanogaster.

Furthermore, our results show that editing occurs in multiple
tissues, with many of the sites being edited exclusively in brain
and central nervous system where ADAR expression is also higher
than in other tissues. Moreover, patterns of editing differ signifi-
cantly between tissues, implying a tissue-specific underlying regu-
latory mechanism.

Our study demonstrates how the appropriate use of ADAR
specific features enhances the detection of RNA editing events
when DNA reads are not available. A previous study by Ramas-
wami et al.18 shows that evolutionary information can be used to
detect editing sites in the absence of DNA reads. Here, we explic-
itly capture ADAR specific features - in particular the require-
ment for the formation of local RNA secondary structures
around target sites and clustering of editing sites - in addition to
utilizing large number of selected data sets to distinguish editing
events from artifacts and SNPs.

We identify more than 200 regions exist where RNA editing
and alternative exon usage between tissues co-occur when com-
paring libraries. Many of the identified regions have been identi-
fied in multiple pair-wise comparisons of tissues. Studies showed
the co-occurrence of RNA editing and alternative splicing in
same genes,32,35 similar to what we find in this analysis. Solomon

Figure 4. An example of a region where RNA editing and alternative
splicing may affect each other. Rectangles at the bottom represent
exonic parts of gene CG5850 located on the reverse strand of the left
arm of chromosome 2. Exonic parts are numbered by E001, E002, . . .,
E009, where E001 is the 30 most exonic part and E009 is the 50 most
exonic part. The Y axis shows the number of reads aligned to each exonic
bin, normalized by library size. Blue lines correspond to the number of
reads from the libraries of the head tissue and red lines correspond to
libraries from the digestive system tissue. The purple rectangle shows
the rectangle that is predicted to be alternatively expressed between
the 2 tissue types. In this region, multiple arrows are shown for identified
editing sites for head (blue arrows) and digestive system (red arrows).
Figure generated using DEXSEQ50
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et al. reported the enrichment of edit-
ing events in cassette exons in human,
although they reported most of the
sites are far from exon boundaries.35

We here show that editing events tend
to happen much more abundantly in
exons with multiple known acceptor or
donor sites, or 30 and 50 UTRs that
contain alternative splicing potential.
Further, we find 96 regions around
splice sites with significant statistical
evidence for the overlap of evolution-
arily conserved, local RNA secondary-
structures. The actual formation of
these RNA structure features in vivo is
supported by both computational
RNA secondary-structure prediction
programs and predicted RNA editing
sites.

RNA editing thus has the potential
to regulate alternative splicing via
changes of local RNA secondary struc-
tures. This suggests a potential, tissue-
specific molecular mechanism of regu-
lation for alternative splicing whose
potential mediation via changes of
local RNA structure we showed
earlier.45

Overall, we find strong evidence for
our hypothesis that RNA editing and alternative splicing mecha-
nisms directly influence each other in specific regions of the tran-
scriptome. Both, RNA editing and alternative splicing are
abundant in the CNS and are both known to be temporally and
spatially regulated.37 Also, target genes of the 2 mechanisms cor-
relate well. These mechanisms may influence each other in several
ways. First, the splicing machinery may compete with ADAR for
common substrates. This is plausible given that RNA editing and
splicing can happen at the same time co-transcriptionally in D.
melanogaster.19,56 Targeting of a specific location by one machin-
ery limits the access of the other machinery and can thereby affect
its functionality. Second, considering the potential importance of
RNA secondary structures in regulating alternative splicing,
ADAR may edit and thereby alter local secondary structures
which can in turn change exon usage. Blow et al.20 showed earlier
that RNA editing of double-stranded regions has the overall
effect of destabilising these features. Finally, editing of splicing
silencers and enhancers or splice site motifs could additionally
affect splicing. Our results suggest that the altering secondary
structure type of local co-regulation happens predominantly
within exons with multiple acceptor or donor sites. In these
regions, splicing signals may be weak, and these weak signals may
prevent the splicing machinery from always making the same
decision.

The formation and RNA editing-mediated modification of
local RNA secondary structures therefore has the potential to sig-
nificantly alter splicing patterns in these genes as local RNA

structure features can be “encoded” in a transcript-specific way.
In fact, the necessity for encoding RNA structure features that
are involved in regulating the alternative splicing of their own
transcript may explain why introns tend to be longer in more
complex organisms: these RNA structure features are (at least
partly) encoded in introns thus imposing no undue additional
evolutionary constraints on the protein-coding exons.

Previous studies suggest that the dominant way in which
editing regulates splicing is by editing RNA-binding proteins.35

This would, however, imply a more indirect and global way of
regulating alternative splicing and could not easily happen in a
gene-specific way. Our results support a gene-specific mechanism
where alternative splicing can be directly regulated via tissue-spe-
cific changes of RNA editing. Detailed follow-up experiments,
e.g. ADAR knockdowns and mutational studies of specific genes,
are now required to experimentally confirm our results.

Materials and Methods

Data set
To study tissue-specific RNA editing events, we selected tis-

sue-specific RNA-seq libraries of Drosophila melanogaster from
the MODENCODE project.40,41 These libraries correspond to
paired-end, strand-specific RNA-seq reads of 74–120 nucleotides
length. The strand-specificity of the reads allows us to assess the
correct conversion types in overlapping or incompletely

Figure 5. An example of a region where a conserved RNA secondary structure feature detected by
investigating editing events can potentially influence alternative splicing. Rectangles at the bottom of
the figure show exonic parts of Cip4 gene located on the reverse strand of the left arm of chromosome
3. The figure shows the structure predicted using RNAALIFOLD in a region of 100 nucleotides around the
splice site of an exonic region which is predicted to be alternatively used between tissues. Red arrows
show predicted editing sites. Black arcs indicate alignment columns that are predicted to be base-
paired, and black columns correspond to un-paired nucleotides. Green squares within the alignment
show valid base-pairs and orange squares invalid base-pairs. Dark blue squares represent valid base-
pairs with 2-sided mutations (compared to the most common base-pair in the pair of columns), proba-
bly in order to retain base-pairing potential. Likewise, light blue color represents single mutations to
retain base-pairing potential. The existence of multiple compensatory mutations provides evidence for
its functional importance throughout evolution. Figure generated using R-CHIE68
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annotated parts of the genome,16 whereas the paired-ends
improve the alignment of reads to repeat-rich regions of the
genome which would otherwise easily result in incorrectly aligned
reads or the false positive prediction of SNPs or RNA editing sites.
The 29 selected libraries are classified into 10 tissues (Fig. S1).
Some of these libraries are extracted from multiple tissues. For
each library there exist 2 to 5 technical replicates. All libraries
derive from the OregonR strain of D. melanogaster which is, how-
ever, not the strain of the D. melanogaster reference genome.

Since we do not have genomic DNA sequencing reads in our
data, it is essential to align the short transcriptome reads to the
reference genome of the OregonR strain when searching for
DNA/RNA discrepancies; otherwise, genomic differences
between the genome of the OregonR strain and the D. mel-
anogaster’s reference genome could be misinterpreted as RNA
editing events. We therefore generate an annotation for the

OregonR genome by aligning the genome of the OregonR strain
to the D. melanogaster’s reference genome. We first use MUM-

MER
57,58 to find a set of consecutive matches of at least 20 nucleo-

tides long. Next, we align the remaining parts between these
matches using the NEEDLEMAN-WUNSCH algorithm59 with default
parameter values. Finally, we convert the coordinates of the refer-
ence annotation of D. melanogaster in ENSEMBL

60 to the corre-
sponding coordinates of the resulting OregonR genome.

Prediction pipeline
Figure 6 gives an overview of the steps of our computational

analysis pipeline for identifying RNA editing events using multi-
ple RNA-seq libraries and the reference genome as input. Con-
sidering the potential challenges in reliably detecting RNA
editing events,42 we designed a probabilistic pipeline to achieve
the following in an efficient manner: (1) filter variants against

artifacts due to mapping and sequenc-
ing errors; (2) explicitly capture ADAR-
specific features such as the requirement
for double-stranded region to distin-
guish RNA editing events from other
types of observed variants; and (3)
leverage the statistical power derived
from the size and number of our input
data sets. In the following, we briefly
explain the steps of our pipeline.

We use TOPHAT261 to align short
reads to the genome in a splice-aware
manner. We allow up to 5 mismatches
in the alignment step to permit
TOPHAT2 to successfully align reads
that have been RNA-edited multiple
times. Next, we employ PICARD-TOOLS

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard)
to remove duplicates from each techni-
cal replicate. These duplicate reads
may be generated during RT-PCR as
a result of amplification bias.12,13

Finally, technical replicates are merged
and positions showing DNA/RNA dis-
crepancies are extracted for further
analysis.

Our analysis pipeline combines a set
of statistical and deterministic filters
that apply 2 sets of threshold values,
one set called the flexible set and one
set called the stringent set (Fig. 6). By
employing these 2 sets of threshold val-
ues and leveraging the large size of the
input data, it is possible to simulta-
neously lower the false positive and the
false negative error rates. If only the
stringent threshold values were used to
distinguish genuine RNA editing sites
from mapping and sequencing errors,
filtering the potential artifacts could

Figure 6. Outline of the computational analysis pipeline for identifying editing events from multiple
RNA-seq libraries. The input consists of several RNA-seq libraries and the reference genome. As shown,
first, reads are aligned and RNA/DNA mismatches are extracted. Then, 2 sets of values (for flexible and
stringent filtering) are used for several filters ((A) - (D)) to remove potential experimental artifacts.
Finally, our pipeline considers clustering of identified candidates and the number of times they are
detected in multiple libraries to output a final set of predicted editing events. (A) - (D) show the statisti-
cal tests and filters used in our pipeline. (A) A set of primary filters used to assess the initial require-
ments for candidate sites. (B) The statistical graphical model (modified from62) that we use to find the
maximum editing ratio, and to compute a log likelihood ratio score. Shaded circles are the random var-
iables that are observed in data and unshaded circles are the ones that are inferred. The rounded
square is fixed to represent the reference genotype. a is a binary variable which indicates whether or
not a read aligned to a position comes from an edited molecule. z is also a binary variable that indi-
cates whether the read is aligned correctly. The editing ratio of position i is presented with node r; and
nodes m and b present mapping and base qualities. (C) Statistical tests in SAMTOOLS/BCFTOOLS63 to check
the potential biases in reads. (D) The energy of local structures and base pairing probabilities of
nucleotides in close vicinity of candidate sites are used to ensure the structural requirements of candi-
dates are met. (E) We use the fact that editing events occur in clusters to improve our predictions. (F)
For less confident sites, the site requires to be detected in multiple libraries in order to be reported in
our final set.
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result in discarding many true RNA editing events, i.e. a high
false negative error rate. On the other hand, using only the set of
flexible threshold values could lead to an increased false positive
error rate. To overcome this issue, our pipeline combines the 2
sets of threshold values. The potential editing sites that pass the
flexible threshold values are only reported in the final output if
they are detected in multiple samples and are close to other pre-
dicted sites.

After the alignment step, a set of primary filters are applied to
reduce the identified DNA/RNA discrepancies and remove those
that are likely to be due to mapping and sequencing errors
(Fig. 6A). These primary filters examine, for example, the num-
ber of reads covering a candidate RNA editing site, the read and
mapping qualities of the input data, and also the distance to both
ends of the read. In addition, any known variants listed in the
ENSEMBL fly variant files are removed. Some of these variants may
correspond to genuine RNA editing events – similar to what has
been observed in human SNP data bases26 – yet we decided to be
conservative and to remove all known variants in the absence of
any corresponding DNA sequencing reads.

Figure 6B shows the graphical model we use to compute the
maximum likelihood editing ratio, and to apply a log-likelihood
ratio test. The model is a modification of the model introduced in
SNVMIX2.62 The original model considers both mapping and
base qualities of the reads and takes uncertainties of bases and
alignments into account. We took a part of the model and added a
new node (shown with “ri” in the figure) that presents the editing
ratio (r). This can take values ranging from 0 (not edited) to 1
(always edited) with uniform prior. We model aij (which indicates
wether read j aligned to position i comes from an edited RNA
molecule) to have a Bernoulli distribution with its parameter set to
the editing ratio r. The conditional probability distribution for the
other 3 nodes (“z”, “b” and “m”) are the original ones used in
SNVMIX2.62 Using this statistical model, the null hypothesis of a
position having an RNA editing level of zero is compared to the
hypothesis of the position being edited with the inferred maximum
likelihood level of editing. More precisely, for each candidate posi-
tion i, we compute the following log-likelihood ratio score:

score .i/D argmaxa log.P.Di jMi;Bi; ri Da//

P.Di jMi;Bi; ri D 0

where ri is the editing ratio; Di presents the observed reads
overlapping position i; Bi and Mi are the base and the mapping
qualities of reads, respectively, overlapping position i.

In the following step, the pipeline applies SAMTOOLS/
BCFTOOLS

63 tests to identify and remove positions that are discov-
ered as a result of potential biases (Fig. 6C). These tests have
been used in the literature to improve the quality of variant
calls.16 Base quality and mapping quality tests gauge the bias of
the corresponding scores between the reads showing the reference
allele and the reads showing the variant allele. Two additional
other tests evaluate the strand bias and the tail distance bias. The
strand bias gauges the bias between the distribution of the strand
of reference reads and the distribution of the strand of non-

reference reads. The tail distance bias investigates whether nucle-
otide reads from one allele tend to occur closer to read ends com-
pared to nucleotide reads from the other allele.

Unlike most other existing prediction methods for RNA
editing sites, our analysis pipeline explicitly utilises the require-
ment for the existence of double-stranded regions in potential
ADAR target regions64 to further improve our predictions
(Fig. 6D). Long double-stranded regions constitute perfect
potential target sites for ADARs,7 and structured regions also
recruit ADARs to nearby sites that are not in the same double-
stranded region.65 Consequently, the stability of potential struc-
tures has been used to rank output candidates,22 although
edited double-stranded region have been observed to have a
wide range of stabilities.27 Also, the vicinity of complementary
nucleotide regions which allows the formation of RNA second-
ary-structures was used to improve prediction results.23 Most of
the double-stranded regions bound by ADAR have been shown
to correspond to intramolecular interactions, i.e., RNA structure
features in the same transcript.20 We therefore use local RNA
secondary-structure prediction algorithms in our pipeline. We
employ RNAFOLD

66 on a sequence interval of 200 nucleotides
length around each candidate editing site to calculate the mini-
mum-free-energy (MFE) RNA structure predicted for this
region. We use the corresponding minimum free energy as an
indicator of the stability of all potential local RNA structures
that can be formed in that region. Additionally, as ADAR bind-
ing and editing predominantly happens in double-stranded
regions,7 we use RNAPLFOLD

46 to estimate the probability of a
potential RNA editing site being in a double-stranded region.
For this we examine sequence intervals of 5 nucleotides length
around the candidate editing site. Finally, the 2 sets of thresh-
olds (stringent and flexible) introduced above are applied to
these potential RNA editing sites in order to incorporate struc-
tural information in our pipeline.

It is well known that ADAR tends to edit several sites in the
same double-stranded region upon binding27 which we explicitly
judge by our analysis pipeline (Fig. 6E). In addition, we expect
true RNA editing events to show up in several libraries due to the
large amount of input reads. To use these features, we first
include all candidate editing sites that pass the stringent threshold
values. Any remaining candidate sites are then added if: a) The
same position passes the stringent threshold values in another
sample, or b) the position has been predicted (passes the flexible
threshold values) at least twice and there is another identified site
showing the same conversion type within a distance of 25
nucleotides.

To summarise, by using a large number of samples as input,
by explicitly capturing ADAR specific features and requirements
and by combining 2 distinct sets of threshold values, we create an
analysis pipeline that has a low false positive as well as a high true
positive rate (see results section). Assuming similar mutation rates
for transitions and similar mutation rates for transversions, we
can use the ratio of A-to-G conversions in our predictions to esti-
mate the false positive ration.16,18 Based on this estimate, we
chose a set of pipeline parameters that result in a decent overall
number of predictions and also a high ratio of A-to-G conversion
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type. Details of the pipeline including parameter values are
explained in supplementary text.

Finding alternatively spliced exons
To find alternatively expressed exons between pairs of tissues,

we use DEXSEQ.50 DEXSEQ applies a generalized linear model
to detect exonic regions that are differentially expressed between
2 conditions. We consider libraries from the same tissue as rep-
licates as required by DEXSEQ. Furthermore, we only consider
genes that show an expression higher than a pre-defined thresh-
old in both conditions in our analysis (by applying a threshold
on expression predicted by CUFFLINKS

67). Additionally, we dis-
card genes for which many of the exonic parts are predicted to
be alternatively used, keeping only those genes for which the
number of alternatively used exons is smaller than max (2,(1/4)
number of exons. The main reason doing so is to focus our anal-
ysis of the potential interplay between alternative splicing and
RNA editing on genes that are more likely to be regulated
locally.
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